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The Weighing Machine podcast is on 
Google Play and iTunes. 

On Orion Portfolio Solutions’ The 
Weighing Machine podcast, Rusty 
Vanneman and Robyn Murray cut 
through the market clamor and focus 
on time-tested, proven principles that 
help financial advisors and investors 
reach their long-term financial goals.

Market Update Video

Market Performance
FIXED INCOME 10-YEAR 5-YEAR 3-YEAR 1-YEAR YTD QTD LAST WEEK

Cash Equivalent1 0.58 1.12 1.66 1.41 0.43 0.02 0.00

U.S. Investment Grade Bonds2 3.87 4.44 5.09 9.10 6.14 2.90 0.21

EQUITIES 10-YEAR 5-YEAR 3-YEAR 1-YEAR YTD QTD LAST WEEK

Global Equity Market3 8.70 5.63 5.28 1.18 -8.01 17.39 -2.01

Total U.S. Market4 13.02 9.20 9.01 4.99 -6.02 18.31 -2.86

Domestic Large-Cap Equity5 13.62 10.56 10.80 8.47 -3.60 17.36 -2.65

Domestic Small-Cap Equity6 9.49 2.58 0.05 -9.34 -17.49 20.65 -3.78

 International Equity7 4.97 2.02 1.20 -3.64 -11.00 16.62 -1.06

Developed International Equity8 5.37 1.66 0.83 -4.23 -11.54 15.47 -1.44

Emerging Market Equity9 3.54 3.18 2.38 -2.06 -9.53 19.87 -0.07

DIVERSIFIERS 10-YEAR 5-YEAR 3-YEAR 1-YEAR YTD QTD LAST WEEK

Diversified Alternatives10 2.05 -0.79 -1.27 -5.27 -8.64 6.01 -0.53

Commodity11 -6.30 -7.91 -5.94 -20.10 -21.58 2.24 -2.09

Global Real Estate12 6.37 2.06 -0.55 -11.38 -18.16 10.61 -3.25

Source: Morningstar
1Morningstar Cash Index 2Bloomberg Barclay’s Capital U.S. Aggregate Bond Index 3Morningstar Global Market Large-Mid 
Index 4Morningstar U.S. Market Index 5Morningstar U.S. Large Cap Index 6Morningstar U.S. Small Cap Index 7Morningstar 
Gbl ex U.S. Large-Mid Index 8Morningstar DM ex U.S. Large-Mid Index 9Morningstar EM Large-Mid Index 10Morningstar 
Diversified Alternatives Index 11Bloomberg Commodity Index 12Morningstar Global Real Estate.

as of 06/27/2020

https://orion.wistia.com/medias/l7w7brtoqc
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CIO Weekly Viewpoint
• Last week, stocks reversed the prior week’s gains amid negative news regarding 

coronavirus containment and the U.S. Federal Reserve’s temporary restrictions on 
dividend payments and share buybacks by the country’s biggest banks. 

• Anxiety over a second wave of new cases overshadowed recent good economic  
news on the reopening of the national economy. Uncertainty around the path of  
the virus will continue to be a headwind.

• The S&P 500 dropped by nearly 3% during the week. REIT’s fell by 3%. Small Caps  
fell as well. Growth outperformed value by a wide margin. 

• The NASDAQ hit another new all-time high, before retreating at weeks-end. New  
all-time highs were also set on several bellwethers for the second straight week.  

• Commodities dropped 2% as oil prices retreated from $40 a barrel, resulting in just 
the second weekly decline since April. Rising crude oil inventories weighed on oil 
prices which dropped to nearly $38 per barrel on Friday.            

• International stocks outperformed. Emerging Markets were virtually flat and 
European stocks dropped a little over 1%.  

• The International Monetary Fund (IMF) said it expects the global economy will  
shrink 4.9% this year—a deeper decline than the 3.0% contraction that it had 
predicted in April.  

• U.S. financial markets will be closed this Friday for Independence Day. Important 
economic data being released this week include pending home sales on Monday, 
consumer confidence on Tuesday, and the June jobs report on Thursday.

Source: Bloomberg, 6/29/2020
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GRANT ENGELBART
CFA, CAIA, CLS Director 
of Research and Senior 
Portfolio Manager

A Full Market Cycle… 
in Six Months?
Seems like almost everything I’ve written this year has  
begun with “another first in 2020.” Well, this may not be 
much different.  

In just a six-month period, we have experienced several entirely different markets that 
usually take months or years to play out. We witnessed a slow melt-up continuation of 
2019 early on, a shaky top in February that led to dramatic and unheard-of volatility in 
March, then a sharp recovery that led to a robust expansion. Does that sound like 2020 to 
you? What if I told you that despite all the craziness (technical term), market performance 
this year actually followed the same playbook from business and market cycles of the 
past? No way! 2020 following some normal pattern?!

I broke the year down into the four common phases of the business/market cycle. 
Expansion early on, slowdown in February, sharp contraction in March, and the recovery. 
Several asset managers have researched the performance of different asset classes (in 
this case factors and sectors) through these time periods. Of course, nothing performs as 
expected every time — energy in this case is the huge outlier due to OPEC issues and an 
unprecedented drop in demand — but there are still several commonalties in each cycle. 

The chart below illustrates how each factor and sector has performed. The boxes 
represent what is expected to do well during each period (as defined here).

Expansion 

2020-01-01 
to 

2020-02-19 Slowdown 

2020-02-19 
to

 2020-03-04 Contraction 

2020-03-04 
to

2020-03-23 Recovery 

2020-03-23 
to 

2020-06-08

Factor Momentum 9.0% Min Vol -4.7% Quality -22.1% Size 56.7%
Quality 6.2% Momentum -4.9% Market -25.8% Value 43.3%
Min Vol 5.9% Quality -6.6% Min Vol -26.8% Market 41.6%
Market 5.4% Market -7.2% Momentum -27.1% Quality 37.8%
Size 1.9% Value -9.1% Value -29.6% Momentum 35.5%
Value 0.5% Size -9.2% Size -34.2% Min Vol 32.1%

Sector Tech 11.6% Staples -2.7% Staples -19.1% Energy 85.2%
Utilities 8.2% Utilities -3.6% Communications -20.2% Discretionary 60.0%
Discretionary 8.0% Healthcare -3.8% Healthcare -20.7% Materials 51.9%
Communications 6.5% Real Estate -4.9% Tech -20.8% Industrials 50.7%
Real Estate 6.3% Materials -6.4% Discretionary -28.0% Tech 45.0%
Industrials 3.5% Communications -7.8% Materials -29.9% Financials 44.1%
Financials 3.3% Tech -7.8% Utilities -30.1% Real Estate 44.0%
Healthcare 2.6% Industrials -8.7% Financials -33.3% Communications 37.7%
Staples 2.0% Discretionary -8.8% Industrials -33.9% Healthcare 34.3%
Materials -2.3% Financials -9.9% Real Estate -37.5% Utilities 32.0%
Energy -9.3% Energy -14.1% Energy -47.3% Staples 25.3%

Sources: CLS Investments, MSCI, Blackrock, Morningstar as of 6/8/2020

Have we really seen a full economic and market cycle in six months? It’s hard to say. But 
the speed at which the market fell, the global economy halted, and stocks recovered needs 
to be accounted for.
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https://www.ishares.com/us/insights/sectors/seeking-opportunities-in-market-cycles
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I think a reminder that there has been some normalish market behavior in a year riddled 
with ‘wild cards’ and ‘first times’ is a good thing. Markets ebb and flow; winners and losers 
switch places fairly frequently. What’s most important is to focus on the long term. Despite 
how much change we’ve seen this year, history can still be a guide as to where we’ve been 
and where we are going. Valuations and cues from past incidences and recoveries should 
be analyzed, albeit taken with a grain of salt. This recovery will likely take a lot longer due 
to the suddenness of the initial economic freeze. It may finally be time for the leaders of 
past recoveries — value stocks and small-caps — to resume their positions upfront.

2
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MICHAEL HADDEN
CLS Associate  
Portfolio Manager

Security Selection Matters
It is commonly said in the investment industry that asset 
allocation explains 90% of portfolio returns, leaving security 
selection as a much less important task. 

This data point comes from a 1986 paper titled “Determinants of Portfolio Performance.” 
In reality, however, the data from the paper is misconstrued. The paper actually shows 
that asset allocation makes up 90% of portfolio return variability, but it does not take 
into account overall market exposure as a factor. The study went largely unchallenged 
until 2010 when a group of researchers published an article in the Financial Analysts 
journal, “The Equal Importance of Asset Allocation and Active Management.” In this 
paper, it is shown that when taking overall market exposure into account, and comparing 
performance between funds in a peer group, asset allocation and active management 
(made up of security selection and market timing) have similar effects on the portfolio. So, 
although the common heuristic is that asset allocation drives fund performance, security 
selection is an equally important contribution to portfolio returns. This can be seen in the 
chart below.

Average R2* U.S. Equity Funds Balanced Funds International Funds
Market Movement 83% 88% 74%

Asset Allocation Policy 18% 20% 19%

Active Management 15% 10% 26%

Interaction -16% -18% -19%

Total 100% 100% 100%

Source: Financial Analysts Journal, “The Equal Importance of Asset Allocation and Active Management” Xiong, 
Ibbotson, Idzorek & Chen, April, 2010
* R-squared (R2) is a statistical measure that represents the proportion of the variance for a dependent variable that’s 
explained by an independent variable or variables in a regression model.

At CLS, we believe in the importance of security selection, and we track it on a monthly 
basis for all our ETF holdings. We consider ourselves ETF experts and thus expect to be 
able to select ETFs that will outperform their peers. Historically, we have been able to do 
just that. The following charts show average Morningstar peer group rank and excess 
return of all CLS ETF holdings as of May 31, 2020.

CLS ETF Holdings Peer Group Percentile Ranks
 YTD 1 Mo 3 Mo 1 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr

Average (Equal Weight*) 49.93 56.16 48.12 46.59 41.47 37.99 38.17

Average (Asset Weight**) 50.63 55.50 50.26 48.15 37.11 29.65 16.82

Median*** 50.00 59.50 47.00 46.00 36.00 33.50 32.00

Source: Morningstar Direct: May 31, 2020
* Equal-weight is a type of weighting that gives the same weight, or importance, of all ETF strategies CLS utilizes within 
their strategy offerings.
**Asset-weight is a type of weighting that gives an ETF weight, or importance, based on the level of assets of the ETF 
relative to the total assets of all ETFs CLS utilizes within their strategy offerings.
***Median excess return of all ETFs CLS utilizes within their strategy offerings.
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CLS ETF Holdings Excess Returns
 YTD 1 Mo 3 Mo 1 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr 10 Yr

Average (Equal Weight*) 0.04 -0.31 0.21 0.94 0.79 1.07 1.00

Average (Asset Weight**) -0.18 -0.32 -0.06 0.22 0.53 0.61 0.18

Median*** 0.34 -0.24 0.40 0.66 0.66 0.81 0.87

Source: Morningstar Direct: May 31, 2020
* Equal-weight is a type of weighting that gives the same weight, or importance, of all ETF strategies CLS utilizes within 
their strategy offerings.
**Asset-weight is a type of weighting that gives an ETF weight, or importance, based on the level of assets of the ETF 
relative to the total assets of all ETFs CLS utilizes within their strategy offerings.
***Median excess return of all ETFs CLS utilizes within their strategy offerings.

Not only are CLS holdings on average above the 50th percentile in their respective peer 
groups, but they have historically provided higher returns than their peers during each time 
period. In fact, the excess return for the 10 year period is approximately 1%.

Although some of CLS’s asset allocation decisions have hindered performance in recent 
periods, i.e., overweight positions to international and value stocks, we know that markets 
are cyclical. We believe that CLS can continue to add value to our strategies by way of security 
selection throughout market cycles, and are confident that as market leadership shifts, we will 
likely be in a solid position to outperform benchmarks and peers alike.

3
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The Morningstar Global Market Large-Mid Index is an index that measures the performance of the global market’s equity markets targeting the top 90% of 
stocks by market capitalization. The Morningstar U.S. Market Index is an index that measures the performance of U.S. securities and targets 97% market 
capitalization coverage of the investable universe. It is a diversified broad market index. The Morningstar U.S. Large Cap Index is an index that measures 
the performance of U.S. large-cap stocks. These stocks represent the largest 70% capitalization of the investable universe. The Morningstar U.S. Small Cap 
Index is an index that measures the performance of U.S. small-cap stocks. These stocks fall between the 90th and 97th percentile in market capitalization 
of the investable universe. In aggregate, the Small Cap Index represents 7% of the investable universe. Morningstar Global ex U.S. Large-Mid Index is an 
index that measures the performance of Global Markets (ex-U.S.) equity markets targeting the top 90% of stocks by market capitalization. The Morningstar 
DM ex U.S. Large-Mid Index is an index that measures the performance of developed markets ex-U.S. equity markets targeting the top 90% of stocks by 
market capitalization. The Morningstar EM Large-Mid Index is an index that measures the performance of emerging markets targeting the top 90% of 
stocks by market capitalization. The Barclay’s Capital U.S. Aggregate Bond® Index measures the performance of the total United States investment-grade 
bond market. The Morningstar Cash Index is an index that measures the performance of a Treasury Bill with six to eight weeks until maturity in the U.S. 
market. The Morningstar Diversified Alternatives Index allocates among a comprehensive set of alternative underlying ETFs that employ alternative 
and non-traditional strategies such as long/short, market neutral, managed futures, hedge fund replication, private equity, infrastructure or inflation-
related investments. The Bloomberg Commodity Index is made up of exchange-traded futures on physical commodities and represents commodities 
that are weighted to account for economic significant and market liquidity. This index provides investors with a means of understanding the performance 
of commodity futures markets and serves as a benchmark for investment performance of commodities as an asset class. The S&P 500 Index is an 
unmanaged index of 500 large-capitalization companies. This index is widely used by professional investors as a performance benchmark for large-cap 
stocks. Morningstar Gbl Real Estate NR USA Index: measures the performance of mortgage companies, property management companies and REITs. The 
Russell 2000 is an index comprised of the 2,000 smallest companies on the Russell 3000 Index and offers investors a benchmark for small‐cap stocks. The 
S&P MidCap 400® provides investors with a benchmark for mid-sized companies. The index, which is distinct from the large-cap S&P 500®, is designed to 
measure the performance of 400 mid-sized companies, reflecting the distinctive risk and return characteristics of this market segment. The volatility of the 
indexes may be materially different from the individual performance attained by a specific investor. In addition, portfolio holdings of investors may differ 
significantly from the securities that comprise the indexes. You cannot invest directly in an index. 
CLS Strategies are not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by Morningstar, Inc. or any of its affiliates (all such entities, collectively, “Morningstar 
Entities”). The Morningstar Entities make no representation or warranty, express or implied, to the owners of the CLS Strategies or any member of the public 
regarding the advisability of investing in CLS Strategies generally or in the specific strategy presented here in particular or the ability of the CLS Strategies to 
track general market performance. 
THE MORNINGSTAR ENTITIES DO NOT GUARANTEE THE ACCURACY AND/OR THE COMPLETENESS OF THE CLS STRATEGIES OR ANY DATA INCLUDED 
THEREIN AND MORNINGSTAR ENTITIES SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY FOR ANY ERRORS, OMISSIONS, OR INTERRUPTIONS THEREIN. 
Any graphs and charts contained in this work are for informational purposes only. No graph or chart should be regarded as a guide to investing. While some 
portfolios may contain one or more of the specific funds mentioned, Orion Advisor Solutions, LLC (OAS) is not making any comment as to the suitability 
of these, or any investment product for use in any portfolio. The views expressed herein are exclusively those of OAS, and are not meant as investment 
advice and are subject to change. No part of this report may be reproduced in any manner without the express written permission of OAS. Information 
contained herein is derived from sources we believe to be reliable, however, we do not represent that this information is complete or accurate and it should 
not be relied upon as such. This material does not constitute any representation as to the suitability or appropriateness of any security, financial product 
or instrument. There is no guarantee that investment in any program or strategy discussed herein will be profitable or will not incur loss. This information 
is prepared for general information only. It does not have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation, and the particular needs of any 
specific person who may receive this report. Investors should seek financial advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in any security or investment 
strategy discussed or recommended in this report and should understand that statements regarding future prospects may not be realized. Investors 
should note that security values may fluctuate and that each security’s price or value may rise or fall. Accordingly, investors may receive back less than 
originally invested. Past performance is not a guide to future performance. Individual client accounts may vary. Investing in any security involves certain 
non-diversifiable risks including, but not limited to, market risk, interest-rate risk, inflation risk, and event risk. These risks are in addition to any specific, or 
diversifiable, risks associated with particular investment styles or strategies. 
The CFA® is a globally respected, graduate-level investment credential established in 1962 and awarded by CFA Institute — the largest global association of 
investment professionals. To learn more about the CFA charter, visit www.cfainstitute.org.
The CFP® designation is a professional certification for financial planners conferred by the CFP Board. CFP® professionals have completed extensive training 
and experience requirements and are held to rigorous ethical standard, while understanding the complexities of the changing financial climate, and know 
how to make recommendations in their clients best interest. To learn more about the CFP®, visit https://www.cfp.net/home.
The CMT Program demonstrates mastery of a core body of knowledge of investment risk in portfolio management. The Chartered Market Technician® (CMT) 
designation marks the highest education within the discipline and is the preeminent designation for practitioners of technical analysis worldwide. To learn 
more about the CMT, visit https://cmtassociation.org/.
CIMA® professionals integrate a complex body of investment knowledge, ethically contributing to prudent investment decisions by providing objective 
advice and guidance to individual investors and institutional investors. To learn more about the CIMA, visit https://www.imca.org/cima.
The CAIA® is the globally-recognized credential for professionals managing, analyzing, distributing, or regulating alternative investments. To learn more 
about the CAIA, visit https://caia.org/.


